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Abstract: In this digital era, a huge amount of money had been laundered via digital frauds, which mainly occur in the timeframe of electronic payment transaction made by first-time credit/debit card users. Currently, Finance organizations are facing several fraud attempts and it likely happens due to the current infrastructure, which only has an older database. The current infrastructure diminishes the working environment of any finance organization sector with frequent fraud attempts. In this perspective, the proposed research article provides an overview for the development of an automated prevention system for any finance organization to protect it from any fraudulent attacks. The proposed automated case management system is used to monitor the expenses of the behavior study of users by avoiding the undesirable contact. The proposed research work develops a new management procedure to prevent the occurrence of electronic fraud in any finance organization. The existing procedure can predict digital fraud with an old updated database. This creates disaster and destructive analysis of the finance segment in their procedure. The cyber fraud phenomenon prediction is used to predict the fraud attempt with content-based analysis. The lack of resources is one of the enormous challenges in the digital fraud identification domain. The proposed scheme addresses to integrate all safety techniques to safeguard the stakeholders and finance institutions from cyber-attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Generally, digital frauds are categorized into two types, namely direct and indirect frauds. It has been categorized based on their activities in the internet domain and type of robbery [1]. The debit/credit card fraud and money laundering activities will come under direct type. Website phishing, hacking, spreading virus, and malware will come under indirect types [2]. Besides, identity thieves are one of the types of e-fraud. They involve in credit/debit cards through an internet domain to carry out fraudulent activities [3]. It is an illegal usage of a credit/debit card to withdraw the money without intimation to the owner of the card [4]. There are many ways to steal someone’s identity. Skimming involves stealing card information during the transaction period. Usually, this will happen in a business that uses digital transaction mode. Due to skimming devices, the fraudster can easily interfere with our records through magnetic strips [5]. Figure 1 shows the picture of some digital verification tools recently.
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Figure 1 Digital verification tools

Digital fraud involves in hacking the card details by using sophisticated methods, when a digital transaction has been carried out by the user [6]. Unfortunately, in recent times these losses are increasing exponentially and there is no legal legislation to completely get rid of this crime [7]. Digital frauds involve designing the websites like similar real websites (phishing) of any financial sector, where the user will enter their data like username and date of birth, nickname,
debit/credit card details, and password without any hesitation [8]. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the cybercrime activities procedure.
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**Figure 2** Cybercrime activities procedure

They often send emails to recipients, who requested for the disclosure of sensitive information. The main target of hackers will be on the corporates and big business merchants [9]. Many E-commerce merchant's websites are mostly unsecured and it does not have any protection. They are using websites as it is without introducing a secured protection. Traditionally, the financial institution will allow the trusted employees to retain the passwords with some simple key questions and answers [10]. It will increase the online access to retain the personal customer data. This is the way through which any employee can commit fraud [11]. In olden days, the employee internally commits fraud in any banking sector. Those days structured fraud risk control management was not available [12]. This construction varies year by year due to the attack level of digital frauds across the globe.

### 2. ORGANIZATION OF THE RESEARCH

The proposed research article includes different sections; related works are discussed in section 3. Section 4 provides a considerable management system for protecting the digital frauds, section 5 compares various management system contributions. Section 6 concludes the summary of the article and also includes the future possibilities of digital fraud.
3. RELATED WORKS

Information Communication Technologies [ICT] are ubiquitous and it can help the trend to move towards digitization. This development contributes to many sectors particularly the finance and banking transactions [13]. Protection from fraudsters is very important during this rapid growth in any nation. Because of some negatively utilized perpetrators of fraud, all the banking systems should be protected during a transaction. Recently, many electronics gadgets are associated with information communication technology to provide more impact on a lot of constructive and destructive works. Here, these destructive works are categorized as electronic crime and are named as spamming, debit/credit card fraud, ATM fraud, phishing websites, and its host attacking etc. [14]. This transaction is further processed through the internet for any bank to create new opportunities for consumers as well as digital fraud [15]. Protection against digital fraudsters is very important and this helps for economic development. Michael Schindler et al discuss the difficulties during short transaction sequences, which will effect through the mystery from online games. This problem can be solved by applying some algorithm to protect the characteristic attributes present within the sequence of any mobile device. This awareness procedure should be used for accessing the internet financial sector for transactions [16].

In a precise manner, the introduction of the novel framework is to detect the fraud standing strategy. Many research articles concentrate on the banking sector from the customer point of view respectively. The exiting research work concentrates on credit card structure to withdraw the money from ATM. The focus on enormous capable research is working with the performance improving strategies [17].

The research article focuses on the credit card risk monitoring system and issues of the key tasks. The improved financial sector organization is protected based on the risk factor associated with the usage of credit card. The possibilities of digital fraud transactions can be monitored thoroughly with their system [18]. This appearance of digital fraud is spoiling the whole management system due to the older database system of anti-fraud strategy. Generally, this should be adopted to avoid the digital fraud in order to diminish the risks. There is a research gap to prevent the electronic fraud with the latest updated database of their fraudulent procedure.
Therefore, this research article focuses on developing a procedure for the automated case management system (ACMS) for any digital fraud activities.

4. METHODOLOGY

Mostly, the recent advance in technology introduces high operational speeds for awareness. The financial institution will make legislation to handle any transaction process, which is easier to escape from detection. Many developing countries do not have any updated technical security protocol for protecting the digital frauds [19]. This lack of technology is virtuoso for digital frauds to attempt many times through the internet with a lot of chances. This will help to maintain a security level. This section is comprised of a discussion on the digital fraud risk management conditions [20]. This risk management consists of some workflow for the framework, which identifies risk and its analysis, plan implement action, measure, control, and monitor. It is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3 Simplified block diagram of Risk management

4.1 Risk Control Management

This program should be effective and it is very important for any organization, which has worked with the internet. The risk control management comprises of fraud risk governance (FRG), fraud risk assessment (FRA), fraud prevention (FP), and fraud detection (FD).

Fraud Risk Governance

This governance can serve as the substance of detection, prevention, and assessment. This ethical approach creates safety environment, which receives the treatment. This program
ensemble for right decision implicit of prohibits theft. The regulations are increased at the company level against criminal penalties involved in fraud schemes [21]. This settlement is given by many financial institutes of public property. Market capitalizations of many public companies have decreased the money control due to scandal. This expectation is very clear that, all the organization needs to maintain the board with entity-level control, which will include the FRM [22]. This senior management should be considered for digital fraud, which will control the entity level of the program. The constraint policies and job descriptions are related to the fraud risk management. Making documentation for this risk management should be reflected for any risk strategy with more reliability.

**Fraud Risk Assessment**

The risk assessment can be identified with a fraud attempt from the long-distance and a huge enterprise risk management system is applied. Those control activities should consider both fraud types and monitoring programs for the criminals of each method [23]. When it is programmed, the risk assessment is used to identify any type of digital frauds. The effective method involves these four phenomena named risk governance, assessment, detection, and prevention.

**Fraud Prevention**

“Prevention is better than cure” proverb is more suitable to overcome all the digital fraud attacks. The specific control program is used to mitigate the assessment process. This implementation of fraud risk prevention is continuously monitoring their process and operation [24]. An effective prevention method is required to incorporate the assessment and governance program to protect the digital fraud. This measure is designed and implemented for any digital crime control activities and it should be coordinated [25]. The address of identified risk and implementation of the control activities ensure the sufficiency to prevent the digital fraud risk.

**Fraud Detection**

Any financial institution should include a fraud detection control mechanism in place and it includes preventative measures. Generally, this management program provides evidence to identify the occurrence of fraud but this is not intended to protect the fraud. This approach
should always incorporate the preventative measures. The financial sector cannot minimize the risk of fraud attempts at any time [26]. Therefore, some people will get motivated to attempt fraud always. The incorporation of any detection techniques should be very flexible and reliable with various changes of any risk types [27]. The documentation of detailed descriptions of any type of digital fraud is very essential. Every organization should have awareness of the system with responsible factors as follows;

1. Constructing the digital fraud detection procedure.
2. The control mechanism of fraud detection design.
3. Implementation of easier detection methods.
4. Analysing many possible attacks of digital fraud activities.
5. Maintain the investigation reports.
6. Suspect and detect the fraudulent activities frequently.
7. Updating the database by periodically checking the used technology and procedures

**Proposed Automated Case Management System**

Generally, the flexible approach is an ensemble with an automated management system for finding any fraud detection. The financial institution requires updating regularly with a new updating database on any digital fraud attempts procedure. This flexible plan can be built strongly with easily take on new events. This can model and validate a new organized process after updating the database for an automated case management system (ACMS), which is responsible for preventing any digital frauds. Figure 4 shows the digital fraud scheme procedure for the proposed measures procedure.
Therefore, this ACMS creates queue of monitoring control for many work policies with the current scheme and it issues the alerts, when it is necessary. This setup can give more reliable output to force the process efficiency, when compared to the old model of the risk management system.

5. RESULTS DISCUSSION

Every finance organization’s risk control management should be established and improved for any kind of digital fraud. This measurement can be a categorized number of fraud schemes for an automated risk management system, which should be updating frequently [28] [29]. This updating factor can be favoured as

1. Collect the number of known / unknown fraud schemes against the organization.
2. Collect the status of digital fraud investigation.
3. Maintain the database for a number of a fraud inquiry.
4. Maintain the database with employees signed ethics statement records.
5. Database maintenance on global fraud survey incudes the digital fraud experience and their attempt loss.
6. Regular monitoring of internal fraud by internal auditors.
These are all the considerations of ACMS and it maintains the updated database. The two cases are covering the transaction of digital money between the users.

**Case 1:**

*Money flow through web link to anybody at the condition of digital scheme*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Control Management</th>
<th>Fraud risk Governance</th>
<th>Fraud Risk Assessment</th>
<th>Fraud Prevention</th>
<th>Fraud Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection Algorithm</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACMS</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This lemma includes the four domain approach for risk control management system. The existing approach has provided moderate consideration for governance and assessment restriction. It gives a high profile for prevention and detection. During much iteration, those algorithms are a failure in the prevention of digital fraud due to the lack of database. But the proposed ACMS construct a strong boundary during many iteration attempts of digital fraud due to the updated database. Figure 5 shows a graph of the performance analysis chart of case 1.
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**Figure 5** Performance analyses for CASE-1 study

**Case 2:**

*All type of transaction through digital e-pay (gpay, phonePe etc) to the consumer*
Case 2: lemma is constructed for the same four domain approach for any money risk control management system. The existing detection algorithms provide very low fraud risk governance due to the lack of sufficient details and consumer information. Also, the assessment procedure is very moderate during the fraud attempts. The detection is relatively high during the first iteration, when compared to the remaining iteration. But the proposed improved structure of risk control management system includes a strong boundary for any attackers or intruders with very high priority level in all management systems. Figure 6 shows the performance analysis of the case 2 study.

6. CONCLUSION

Thus, the proposed ACMS can be configured in every preventive system of the finance organization and it provides good elimination results to overcome digital fraud in the current scenario. These basic procedures can frequently eliminate the digital fraud attempts in our digital server. This strong fraud prevention and detection coordinates in many attempts that risk over
money transaction, which can mitigate the fraudulent risks. The 100% achievable results are achieved for fraud prevention and it is not practical for future domain scenario. Initially, the fraud is not directly related to the money transaction and instead of it, they construct belief with any financial institution to steal the product or money in reality. This extend will go to some degree and the deal can be either positive or negative. But the proposed procedure is used to construct a strong boundary to establish a risk control and management system to overcome digital frauds with current scenarios. This is well recognized that, dynamic measurement of any finance organization of fraud possibilities help to respond the dynamic circumstances. Despite the hype, the proposed method will be less effective for future fraud possibilities such as spoofing etc. The digital fraud prevention procedures with location parameter analysis with the help of Google maps and location identifiers should be developed. The supply chain vulnerabilities should be designed with a very strong firewall, where the user exchanges their information. Finally, buyback, insurance settlement, and earlier settlement transactions can be controlled as a future research work.
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